SUBJECT: Study of Communications (T)

THRU: Head, Naval Security Group (Fort Meade)

TO: Head, Naval Security Group

REFERENCE: Op-946 ser 000/SFPA of 17 April 1962

1. NSA will be pleased to make available to you all the information produced within the National Security Agency bearing on the ________________ problem.

2. NSA is undertaking, as a matter of course, a continuing study of the several aspects of the ________________ problem using all the data available and will be happy to cooperate fully in the preparation of whatever formal documents you consider necessary.

L. H. PETERS
Vice Admiral, USN
Director

Copy Purposed:
Op-9621
Op-9621L
Op-946(0-05)
Op-946(0-51)
Op-946(0-04)

cc: DIR
PROD-001

M/R: Self-explanatory.

P. H. CURRIER, CAPT, USN/PROD/13 APR 61/3333-9/VWD
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